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"Fully transparent and easy to use." -BugsFunnyGGG"Often times when we’re learning web development, we’ll pick up a CSS framework that helps us quickly get started. It’s great
to have the framework of the day, but sometimes we miss the point of this initial hurdle. Are we learning best practices, or are we just copying and pasting CSS that’s already written

on the web? This is why I use less: less comes with a file with all of the CSS at your disposal, and it’s good to think about the last line of code you were ever asked to write. One
thing to note that can be a bit daunting about less is the lack of syntax. Here’s an example of what happens when you have to use “+” in less when you have a property that ends with

"px" or "em": .box { width: 100 + “px”; height: 100 + “px”; } Starting to notice how your code looks a bit confusing? In essence, you have to dig into your browser’s inspector to
grab the properties of the inline style of your div. So when I heard that jQuery 3.0 was coming out with a new update of its CSS module (yeah, it’s been in a “release” state for years
now), I got excited. What if jQuery has their own less implementation? Bingo: @import "jquery-css/jquery.css"; Over the past year or so, I’ve been trying to get more into less. It’s a

new approach to writing CSS on
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